Small Articles of Jewellery & other relics of Thomas Jefferson.

1 Stock buckle & small pair of shoe buckles of "Past" or crystal cut in silver. The stock buckle he was wearing at the time of his death.

1 Silver stock buckle.

1 Silver pencil case made to hold a cedar pencil. It with a "Whitt" marker or a J. rette. Mr. Jefferson never learned any game of cards, & did not know one. End from another.

1 Silver pencil case, with gold pen, also.

Small ivory rules, 4 silver compasses, small red, mercurous paint box for water colors, with small iron palette belonging to it.

1 Silver case containing silver tooth picking device, rule, ink bottle, & compasses. 4 pens, which grandfather carried always about his person up to the time of his death, which "grandmamma" (his daughter Mrs. J. M. Randolph) gave to her daughter Virginia J. Ritch, which she
her son
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gave to (my brother) Thomas JeffersonICK
which he bequeathed to me with other
Jefferson relics. Such as T. J. s seal on
work of hair, he same of that was placed
and in leather

A magnifier used by grandmother
and other small articles which I shall
never. Also the Turnbull portrait of
Thomas Jefferson taken in Paris in 1787 when he was 43

George Wythe s Bible which he bequeathed
to Thomas Jefferson.

A book of Lottiesgnus which I used
constantly gave to B. P. Yick.

A small black book of quotations, Latin
Greek English written by T. Jefferson when
in youth, 4 before his hand was fully
formed. His Parliamentary Manual "known as used
in gave to B. P. Yick.

Comb Soap box wood, in use of T. Jefferson
his lined wrapper used when having
his hair combed by his grand daughter.
A pair of blue or grey yarn stockings
A pair of thick Boston or silk brocaded
under silk stockings for neatness, A Cambrie
stock taken off when he was taken ill, of the
kind he ever wore, which had the stock bollte
set with white & yellow crystals (already mentioned)
attached to it.

A large red silk quilt with a silk fringe
which was on his bed to the last, & which
is now in Tommy's studio.

Books given to V.W. Todd by Thomas Jefferson
Among the books given to Nicholas Gilje such as
his own copy of his "Notes on Virginia" & his
own copy of the "Parliamentary". The latter
now independently lent to Barrie Meiklehan
Sd who lost those books I suppose as he
never returned it to my hands as I especially
requested him to do. He says he put it where he
took it from the day I loud it to him. I told
him especially not to put it there, but into my own hands!
The articles from Monticello bequeathed to me by Ellen Randolph. 1834. "4 after me to my girls"
1 1/2 small plates. Sugar dish used by Mrs. Jefferson in Paris.
A pair of sugarHong Kong" tea
glasses which belonged to Mr. Jefferson during her 2nd marriage to "Catherine" Shelton, married B.M.H.
A copy of "Monticello's Slave Family" on excellent paper which Mr. Jefferson found in Paris. Both hung in the dining room at Monticello on one side of the arch leading into the "Tea room.
"Alector & Andromache" "Original" by "Paul" Reuze painted in Spain for Cent Aducco and left by him to Thomas Jefferson. This hung on the opposite side of the arch leading into the tea room opposite to the "Holy Family". Also a small engraving called "le defendeur" de Terri, representing Voltaire, his niece, Mademoiselle de Varick, called by Voltaire "Belle Demoiselle the artist "le novels", & probably de L'Aubert. Voltaire's friend.
this engraving was given by Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Joseph Coolidge of Boston, probably because it is a rare print.

The water color drawing representing a castle in Sweden, painted for "Boissier" an officer in the Swedish army was also given on presentation to Mr. Jefferson, and belonged to Uncle Conrad. I gave it to Dolly.

Some old engravings which I remember all my life, and which belonged to Mr. Jefferson are in the large old portfolio. Two of these "Pantalla Espalée" and "Relâche Sauvée" used to hang in grandmother's sitting room in the old house at Edgehill, where my mother was a child. I gave these to Virginia. There, some views of "Rome" done in red representing ruins, also came from the Monticello portfolio. Also an engraving representing the "Fountain of Vaucluse" and some other valuable only because they are old & belonged to Mr. Jefferson.

Written as I remember to do it Jan 12th 1896.
The little table, which old Mr. John Miller
bought me, was made for, & belonged to old
Mr. Madison, mother of James Madison.
It was in her use; after the breaking up of
"Monticello," this table belonged to Mr. Miller,
and was injured & abused. By buckets of
water being let upon it out on a porch.
Mr. Miller lent the table to me, with many
apologies for its shabbiness, but I cleaned
& rubbed it up. I was much
gratified at its altered appearance.

I found that the little relic was appreciated
& valued. I have had the table now many
years.

Jan. 1896. I write these little memoranda about relics
as they occur to my mind.
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